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Author's Cut Edition

Half-Scots and half gypsy, beautiful Tamsin Armstrong boldly raids across the Border with her kinsmen—until she is

captured and held hostage by William Scott, a laird with royal ties.

Amid plots and counterplots, Tamsin and William discover a powerful attraction. Then fate thrusts them into a

diabolical scheme to abduct the infant, queen of Scots, and a grave danger that could destroy them all.

AWARDS:

Nominated for Romantic Times Reviewer's Choice Award, Best Medieval

REVIEWS:

"A brilliantly woven tale of history and romance, as lush as a tapestry." ~Romance Fiction Forum

"Overflows with a masterful command of history. A must for fans of Scottish romances." ~Kathe Robin, Romantic

Times

"King is a master storyteller." ~RT Book Reviews 
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ABOUT Susan King:

Susan King is the bestselling, award-winning author of 22 historical novels and novellas praised for historical

accuracy, master storytelling and lyricism. Learn more about Susan's books at www.susanfraserking.com,

www.susankingbooks.com and www.wordwenches.com.
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Setting: Scotland Borderlands, 1526

Sensuality Rating: 8

The daughter of a Scottish laird and a beautiful gypsy woman, Tamsin Armstrong grew up with a foot in both

worlds--heeding the calls of her wild gypsy ancestory while upholding the ways of her proud Scottish forefathers.

These two distinct worlds collide when Tamsin and her father, Archie Armstrong, are captured while raiding the

lands of their hated English enemy, Jasper Musgrave. It is at this point that the young laird William Scott crosses

Tamsin's path.

William remembers Archie Armstrong well, because the Scottish reiver and his own father were close comrades

when William was a child. For the sake of fond memories--not to mention the lure of Tamsin's green eyes and brave

heart--William negotiates their release. Tamsin is relieved to be away from the dungeon, but troubled that William

has agreed to hold her hostage in his own castle. She's even less pleased by her father's obvious approval of the plan,

suspecting that he hopes to arrange a marriage between her and William. Neither William nor Tamsin plan to fall in

love, but the powerful attraction between them grows stronger by the day despite the danger that threatens their

happy ending. Will William's entanglement in Musgrave's evil plan against the Queen destroy his future with

Tamsin? Don't miss The Heather Moon--it's a wonderful tale filled with adventure, noble characters, and

heartwarming emotion. --Lois Faye Dyer
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